Real Estate
Marketing
Mistakes
to Avoid
And What to Do Instead
Before you go on your next listing appointment, write your
next email or send another “just listed” flyer. Take a look at
these 3 common marketing mistakes. You may need a detour.

Marketing Mistake 1

Talking too much,
and mostly about
yourself.
You’re great. The services you provide are probably great too,
but talking too much about yourself and your services can
actually backfire in marketing (and sales)

What to do instead:

Shift your focus from telling
to showing.
Whether in person or in print, rather than tell people “what
you do” and risk boring them with your 120-point marketing
plan; shift your focus to show people how well what you do
has worked for others. Social proof is an effective marketing
tool that cuts through marketing clutter. Incorporate client
video testimony, online reviews, and dollarized proof of your
negotiation skills for the best results.
For print and digital marketing, same rules apply. Rather than
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tell them that you’re an expert, show them your expertise.
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Create and deliver content that is relevant, timely, and most
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importantly, insightful. The most impactful content teaches
your audience something they didn’t know, they didn’t know.
Become an expert at communicating your “expertise” and
watch clients start to actively seek you out for advice.
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PRICING A HOME
RIGHT IS CRITICAL

NEGOTIATING
KNOW-HOW
When it comes to the sale of your home, negotiation expertise
and skills are essential to ensuring you achieve the highest
price possible with ideal terms and conditions.
Negotiating is not an easy task and can often take years to
master. That’s why it is important that you have a skilled real
estate professional handle this for you — someone expert
in the market, skilled in negotiations and someone who is
working solely in your best interests.
In most cases, an offer will be higher or lower than your asking
price. Please don’t be concerned or offended. It’s normal. In
fact, the best way to think about an offer is as a starting point
to a conversation. The buyer is interested. They have proposed
a price. The conversation has begun!
Some things to keep in mind:
• Counteroffers are normal. Expect some back and forth.
They offer. You counteroffer. You eventually come to an
agreement.
• Momentum is important. Things happen fast at this stage.
That’s why having a good agent to represent you is vital.
• Price isn’t the only thing. You can negotiate on conditions,
closing dates, assets or chattels included with the property.
Don’t get stuck on one thing.
• Win, win is best. The most successful negotiations
always involve compromises for both sides.

Need
Help?

THE POWER
OF 1% IN
NEGOTIATION
Imagine, just 1% more for
your home can translate
to thousands more to your
bottom line.
$300,000 range =

Setting the list price of your home is an art. Too low and you
leave money on the table — perhaps thousands. Too high and
you scare away buyers — perhaps forever.
To complicate this, your home is an emotional asset. It’s hard
to see it objectively, as a “product” for sale.
Finding the optimal price requires a combination of
expertise, analysis, and old-fashioned street smarts.

$3,000

The best real estate professionals have mastered the art
of setting a price that maximizes exposure and price and
minimizes the time it takes to sell. They combine intimate
local and national market knowledge, an exhaustive study of
similar homes for sale, and an analysis of past sales to arrive
at the optimal list price.

$400,000 range =

It’s no easy task, but it’s a critical one. Pricing your home

$4,000
$500,000 range =

$5,000

and ultimately the highest price for you home.
If you want to get as much for your home as possible within a

HOME BUYER SEARCH
TIPS TO FIND YOUR DREAM HOME

Most searches begin online. In fact over 90% of buyers start their home buying process on
the internet. The most comprehensive website for property searches is Realtor.ca, a
Canada-wide database of all active properties for sale, also referred to as the MLS® or

Home for sale in the

$250,000 −
$500,000

price range, key features and even displays the properties on a map.
The internet can be very helpful for you to get a sense of what’s available but keep in mind,
it’s not a complete picture of the market or all potential properties available. A great agent,

range.

for you, set up a time to view the homes and guide you through the selection process.

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE ONLINE

Price set just
15% too high.

1. Homes in hot markets that haven’t made it online yet.
These are desirable homes in great areas, at great prices that often get sold before a
property listing is viewable online. The only way to know about these hidden gems is
through an experienced real estate professional who consistently monitors the market.

bother to see it.

Price set
just 15%
too low.

2. Exclusive or private sales not found on MLS®.
A savvy real estate professional is on the pulse of all potential homes for sale,
listed and unlisted.

3. Insight and an insider’s edge.

Risk losing $37,500$67,500 on the sale.

A real estate professional not only has access to more data than what is available
in knowing you have a complete picture of each property you are considering.

Questions?
John Smith
123 Realty
(555) 555-5555
johnsmithnegotiate.com

Call, text or email anytime.

John Smith, 123 Realty
(555) 555-5555
johnsmithnegotiate.com

This document is not intended to solicit properties already listed for sale with another broker.
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AND DIRECTLY IMPACTS YOUR BOTTOM LINE

This document is not intended to solicit properties already listed for sale with another broker.
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I’M HERE TO HELP. NO STRINGS ATTACHED.
Call or text anytime
Joe Smith, 123 Realty (555) 555-5555

DISCLAIMER: This document is not intended to solicit properties already listed for sale with another broker.
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Marketing Mistake 2

Sounding the same
as everyone else.
Many REALTORS® post their real estate board stats or news
articles on their Facebook page, but how many are adding
context to those statistics and articles? Your clients have
information and tools at their disposal 24/7. What they
don’t have is the wisdom that comes from your many years
of experience, your expert knowledge, and your way of
explaining things – what they lack is insight.

What to do instead:

Have an opinion.
Include your interpretation and advice to real estate news
everyone in your marketplace is hearing about. Break down
the broad market statistics and talk to your clients about what
the statistics mean to them, and their world. Offer your own
unique perspective and don’t be afraid to provide your honest
opinion. Buying and selling real estate is a big deal and people
want a leader who isn’t afraid to tell them the truth.
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Marketing Mistake 3

Spending too much
time finding leads
and not enough time
converting leads.
Ironically, one marketing mistake you might be making
is spending too much time marketing. Technology and
marketing strategies are powerful tools that can also distract
you from the real goal – converting leads to appointments,
and appointments into signatures (listing, buyer or sale
agreements). 500 likes on your Facebook page is great, but
are you providing value and selling more houses because of it?

What to do instead:

Become relentless at
lead follow up.
Buyer Lead Prequalification and Follow up
(https://vimeo.com/204239252/9dbf6ac1b5)

Before starting a new marketing strategy, ask yourself, “Am
I trying to stay busy to avoid doing the hard work – setting
appointments with the leads I already have?” Most agents could
literally double their business just by implementing an effective
lead follow up system.
To become more effective at lead follow up, start by qualifying
all leads for motivation and avoid wasting your most valuable
resource – time. Take a look at this “live” Prequalification Video
that shows you exactly what to say and how to say it.

Until next time. Make it count!
Rich
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For more information or additional resources - visit
us online at richardrobbins.com or call us anytime
1 800 298 9587.

World-class real estate sales and business growth solutions.
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